
Coastal Washington Town Celebrates the Life 
of a Hometown Hero

By Suzanne Harrison

By all accounts, Major General (MG) Eldon of them speaking of Bargewell’s distinguished 
A. Bargewell was a humble man. Dedicated 40-year Army career on that sunny Saturday in
to Special Operations and uneasy with the Hoquiam. The coastal town is about an hour south of

lifetime of honors bestowed upon him, many Joint Base Lewis-McChord, where Bargewell served
described the retired operator as the kind of man in his first officer assignment in 1973. However, his
who did what was right, not what would earn distinguished career began when he enlisted in the
awards. Yet, he was a highly decorated soldier who Army in 1967. After completing the Special Forces 
continued to earn recognition for heroism and Qualification Course in 1968, he was assigned to 
valor even after his retirement in early 2007. He did Military Assistance Command, Vietnam – Studies 
so while inspiring countless others along the way. and Observations Group (MACV-SOG). It did not take 

Among his awards were the Distinguished long for him to make his mark in Vietnam, both with 
Service Cross, four Purple Hearts, three Bronze his colleagues and for his heroism. 
Stars for combat valor, and three additional Bronze According to his Distinguished Service Cross cita-
Stars for meritorious service. A proud Ranger and tion, then-Staff Sergeant Bargewell exhibited valor 
Special Forces soldier, in 2010 he was awarded the on 27 September 1971 while operating on a long-
U.S. Special Operations Command’s (USSOCOM) range reconnaissance team far into enemy terri-
highest honor, the Bull Simons Award. Less than tory. “On that date,” the citation reads, “his team 
a decade later, in 2019, Bargewell died in a tragic came under attack by an estimated 75 to 100-man 
accident at age 71. On 20 May 2023, his hometown enemy force. Staff Sergeant Bargewell suffered 
of Hoquiam, Washington, dedicated a park and multiple fragmentation wounds from an exploding 
statue to honor MG Bargewell. B-40 rocket in the initial assault, but despite

Hundreds of colleagues, friends and family the serious wounds, placed a deadly volume of
members attended the dedication ceremony, many machine gun fire on the enemy line. As the enemy
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The statue honoring the late MG Eldon A. Bargewell, created by sculptor Rip Caswell, is the centerpiece of a park dedicated in his honor in 
Hoquiam, Washington. 
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advanced, he succeeded in breaking the assault as a platoon leader for the newly activated 2nd Detachment-Delta, Fort Bragg (Fort Liberty since 
and forced them to withdraw with numerous casu- Battalion, 75th Infantry, that he met Lieutenant 2 June 2023), North Carolina, where he would 
alties. When the enemy regrouped, they resumed General (Retired) Lawson W. Magruder, III, then a spend much of his career and would excel as a 
their assault on the beleaguered team, placing captain and his company commander. Magruder leader. Command Sergeant Major (Retired) Mike 
a heavy volume of small arms and automatic said Bargewell was the only selectee who had both Vining, who served with Bargewell episodically for 
weapons fire on Staff Sergeant Bargewell’s sector of an OCS commission and Vietnam experience. 17 years, recalls that his former commander had a 
the defensive perimeter. Again he exposed himself The unit trained non-stop, preparing for upcoming high standard for his soldiers. Bargewell, he said, 
to the enemy fire in order to hold his position and deployment. “Key to our success in that first year led by example, always put the mission first, and 
prevent the enemy from overrunning the small was the development of high standards built on expected the best from his soldiers. “If you went in 
team. After breaking the enemy assault, the team a foundation of trust that led to a winning Ranger to see him on a matter, you had to be well prepared. 
withdrew to a nearby guard. At the landing zone, spirit and incredible teamwork,” Magruder said You had to do your homework,” Vining said. 
Staff Sergeant Bargewell refused medical treatment during the park dedication. “Eldon was instru- He was described during the ceremony as rarely 
in order to defend a sector of the perimeter, and mental in helping me imbue those high standards smiling and very serious, although those who 
insured the safe extraction of his team.” and realism in our Bravo Company training because knew him best said he had a great sense of humor. 

Bargewell earned a commission two years of his vast combat experience. Even though I was “Eldon had a dry sense of humor and at times it 
later after completing Officer Candidate School. also a Vietnam combat veteran and commanding a took a while to see that it was meant to be funny,” 
His first officer assignment was as a Long-Range company for the second time, I was a far more effec- Vining said. “He was a very hard worker and when 
Reconnaissance Platoon Leader in Company tive leader because Eldon was at my side.” he was given a task, he was all business.” 
B, 75th Infantry (Ranger), at Fort Lewis. Again, In 1981, Bargewell volunteered for his first of Bargewell also listened to his soldiers and rewarded 
he made an impression. It was there in 1974, many assignments at 1st Special Forces Operational them appropriately. “If Eldon approved a military 
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LEFT: 24 August 1986, Mount Rainier, Washington (MG Bargewell on right). RIGHT: Bargewell (on the right) in a helicopter.
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award for you, you earned it,” Vining said. “One time, the years as industries left and the population Mitchell, an artist, assisted with the creative 
I felt a person should be getting a higher award. I dwindled. “The town was depressed,” said Fry. “He vision for the park and donated a drawing of 
went in to see Eldon and he agreed. He said if I write was someone for the town to look up to.” Bargewell that captured the way many of the 
it, he will approve it. Eldon agreed by his standard, it Fry said the town did not want to forget the man townsfolk remembered him. While he had not seen 
should be higher, and that tells you something.” who inspired them through the years. So, Fry and his classmate in decades, “That’s the face I knew,” 

Bargewell served in key joint assignments from several others who grew up in Hoquiam created Mitchell said. “I wanted to create an image that all 
1993 to 2005 at Joint Special Operations Command, the MG Eldon Bargewell Memorial Committee the people I went to school with could relate to – 
Special Operations Command, Europe (SOCEUR), four years ago, hoping to raise about $300,000. an image of a man finding his place.”
USSOCOM, Allied Command Europe, and the He pitched the idea to the Hoquiam Historical Delta Park and Bargewell’s memorial statue is 
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). He also Preservation Committee and City Council. situated on a triangle formed by Emerson, N, and 
served in Panama, Iraq, and Sarajevo, among other “There were countless people involved in Maple Streets in Hoquiam. The centerpiece of the 
places far from Hoquiam, earning many honors making this happen,” Fry, committee chairman, park is a bronze likeness of Bargewell, sculpted by 
along the way, and inspiring his subordinates, said, including more than 450 donors who contrib- Rip Caswell, who grew up in the nearby town of 
peers, and leaders. uted roughly $380,000 to pay for the statue, park Montesano. Caswell, owner of a studio in Troutdale, 

“I gave Eldon Bargewell the toughest assign- landscaping, and upkeep. Fry hopes the fund will Oregon, said he was honored to create the statue. 
ments. He always succeeded and never let us continue to grow in order to sustain the park for years He hoped to capture Bargewell’s essence, using 
down,” said General (Retired) Peter Schoomaker, to come. Since the dedication, the park has become a Vietnam-era picture of him and imagining the 
the 35th Army chief of Staff. “MG (William) a popular stop for locals and visitors, Fry said. 
Bill Garrison (former JSOC Commander) once David Mitchell, who attended high school and 
commented that Eldon was the kind of Soldier that community college with Bargewell and who serves 
we all aspired to be. I totally agree... no better way on the committee, hopes the park and his class-
to describe him.” mate’s story will inspire a younger generation of 

While those who knew him best said Bargewell Hoquiam residents. “He means a lot to the commu-
would likely be embarrassed by all the accolades, nity – a community that’s trying to find itself again,” 
the Hoquiam locals said that they needed to honor said Mitchell. “Eldon always had a strong focus. 
their “hometown hero.” To them, Bargewell served All the way through high school he had a drive 
as an inspiration. Jason “Jay” Fry, a long-time friend and a focus for what he wanted to do. His story 
and neighbor who led the dedication effort, said helps show young people that if you have the drive 
that the town followed closely Bargewell’s promo- – even if you live in a small town – you can still
tions, decorations, and achievements, which were achieve great things. Eldon is a personification of
reported in the local newspaper. Once a vibrant what someone can achieve if they have the will,
logging town, the town has seen hard times over drive, and pride to succeed if you don’t give up.”
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The city of Hoquiam contributed signage directing visitors to the park in honor of the late MG Eldon A. Bargewell.
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moment Bargewell earned his Distinguished Soldiers from the 1st Special Forces Group Public think that Eldon would acknowledge that his force 
Service Cross. Affairs Office captured the event. During his invo- might have learned a thing or two from us.”

In addition to the statue, there are plaques cation, Army Chaplain Major (MAJ) Patrick Cobb Schoomaker summed up the sentiment for his 
commemorating Bargewell’s leadership from summarized what many attendees echoed. “General friends, colleagues, and townspeople. “For more 
Vietnam to Iraq, listing the operations he participated Bargewell lived a life worthy of his calling.” than forty years, since our earliest days in the unit, 
in, and recognizing his Distinguished Service Cross. Members of Bargewell’s family, including his wife, I was privileged to both serve with Eldon and to 
Local businesses donated time and supplies to build Marian, attended the ceremony. Mrs. Bargewell know him as a close friend. He was one of the finest 
much of the park. The city assisted with signage, described a time when her husband was invited to leaders of his generation, living all seven of the 
parking modifications, and crosswalks. throw out a first pitch at a Yankee’s baseball game in Army values to the fullest: Loyalty, Duty, Respect, 

More than 400 people attended the statue New York City. Flown in a private jet by the Yankee’s Selfless Service, Honor, Integrity, and Personal 
unveiling. Soldiers from 5th Special Forces Group General Manager and given first-class accommoda- Courage. Without a doubt, Eldon was a warrior … 
and the 2nd Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, tions, Marian Bargewell said her husband worried the very epitome of the Warrior Ethos: Always place 
provided ceremonial honors. The dedication he would embarrass the Army if he could not throw the mission first; Never Quit; Never Accept Defeat; 
was also attended by veterans of the MACV-SOG. the ball over the plate.  “Eldon was scared to death. and, Never Leave a Fallen Comrade.”

He was so afraid he was going to make a fool of 
himself throwing that ball,” she said. 

So, he and Marian walked over to Central Park 
to practice until he felt comfortable. He had his 
chance the next day and got the ball over the plate. 
“It may have been a little to side, but they called it a 
strike,” Marian Bargewell said. 

Admiral (Ret.) Eric Olson, former commander of 
USSOCOM, recalled friendly competition between 
him and Bargewell during overlapping Special 
Operations assignments. “I felt not so much like a 
peer, but like the proverbial grasshopper at the feet 
of the Shaolin master. He knew that I still had much 
to learn in some specific areas of warfare where 
he was quite expert, and he taught me as much as 
he could,” Olson said. “The standard that I wanted 
to achieve was Eldon Bargewell’s approval. And it 
was a high standard for sure.”

Bargewell and Olson served as Army-Navy 
counterparts for about a year, often organizing 
training exchanges and the occasional surprise 
raids on each other’s units. “It was just two guys 
from Washington State far away from home, doing 
what we thought was right for our teams and our 
country. I know for sure that my unit was better 
for having trained with and against Eldon’s – and I 
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MG Eldon Bargewell, depicted in the Vietnam era, was drawn by Hoquiam 
native David Mitchell, who attended high school with the late general. 
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MG Eldon A. Bargewell 
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	LEFT: The USASOC Command Team follows the path of Company C, 2nd Rangers up the cliffs at OMAHA beach. In the background to the right is the steeple of the Eglise Saint Andre, which gives a good visual marker for the location of the nearby Manoir de l’Ormel. RIGHT: The Germans sited fortified machine gun and artillery bunkers to fire down the beach while being hidden from the shore. This is the view from inside the bunker eliminated by Company C, 2nd Rangers.
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	1LT Charles A. Parker, 2nd Rangers
	As 2LT Taylor’s group neared their rally point, they took enemy fire from the field to the left of the Manoir, suffering three wounded. The U.S. soldiers worked their way along the hedgerow, and then countered with small arms fire and grenades. One of the grenades exploded in an enemy foxhole. A German soldier “screamed at top voice and that ended the skirmish. The other fourteen surren-dered.”9 2LT Taylor detailed one of his few men to escort the prisoners back to the beach.The rest secured the Manoir de l
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	TOP: According their after action report, 2LT Taylor’s group followed this road to the Manoir de l’Ormel. The Manoir is to the left. BOTTOM: As they approached the Manoir de l’Ormel, 2LT Taylor’s group took fire, losing three wounded. The enemy fire may have come from this grouping of trees, located just on the beach side of the Manoir. In the distance is a drainage ditch, much like 1LT Parker’s Rangers had to crawl through to reach the Manoir.
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	TOP: Once 2LT Taylor and his men secured the Manoir de l’Ormel, they pressed on to the crossroads just past the building complex. BOTTOM: While at the crossroads, three truckloads of German troops came down the road to the left, dismounted, and engaged the Americans. On both sides of the road one can see the thick hedge-rows which made offensive operations in Normandy so difficult.
	ideal defensive position. Despite having lost their De l’Ormel around noon. This was just in time to forces. Because they could not infiltrate through only automatic weapon, the much smaller force help 2LT Taylor and his Company B, 116th Infantry these troops saddled with prisoners, 1LT Parker managed to hold off the enemy. Just when worries soldiers beat off the German attack.15simply let them go. He said later, “I was not going arose about running out of ammunition, helped Once the enemy was driven off, e
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	LEFT: Before the War, 2LT Taylor, pictured here in school uniform, had been an exchange student at a Nazi-indoctrinated German high school. His German language ability came of use when he used it to help save a soldier that was wounded and exposed outside the walls of the Manoir de I’Ormel. RIGHT: Once they retreated back into the grounds of the Manoir, the U.S. troops were fortunate to have an excellent defensive position from which to drive off the superior numbers of attacking Germans. The thick stone wa
	then that they learned that, instead of being the last of the 5th Rangers to make it to Pointe du Hoc, Parker and his men were the first and only Rangers who landed on OMAHA Beach to complete their assigned objective.17Meanwhile, 2LT Taylor led his force to the south-west, near Louviéres. He had moved the furthest south of any troops to make it off the beach near Vierville-sur-Mer, when he received word to pull back into the town to help secure the perimeter.18 Ironically, he was with the combined 2nd/5th R
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	The USASOC Command Group with a Ranger Captain at Pointe du Hoc, where Companies D, E, and F, 2nd Ranger Batalion scaled the cliff to prevent the Germans from using the artillery believed to be emplaced on the site against the Allied landings. This is where 1LT Taylor managed to arrive on the evening of 6 June 1944. His small Ranger force was the only element that landed on OMAHA beach to complete its pre-invasion objective.
	Figure
	Lieutenant Colonel Max F. Schneider, 5th Ranger Battalion commander, presents First Lieutenant Charles A. Parker with the Distinguished Service Cross.
	FIRST LIEUTENANT CHARLES H. PARKER“For extraordinary heroism in action on 6th, 7th, and 8th of June, 1944 from Vierville-sur Mer to Le Pointe du Hoc, France. In the invasion of France, Lieutenant Parker led his company up the beach against heavy enemy rifle, machine gun and artillery fire. Once past the beach he reorganized and continued inland. During this advance numerous groups of enemy resistance were encountered. Through his personal bravery and sound leadership this resistance was overcome, and the co
	SECOND LIEUTENANT WALTER P. TAYLOR“For extraordinary heroism in connection with military operations against the enemy. On 6 June 1944, Lieutenant Taylor landed with his boat section near Vierville-Sur Mer, France and led his men on to their initial objective through enemy machine-gun, artillery and mortar fire. After being joined by another section, Lieutenant Taylor and his group headed for the predetermined battalion rendezvous area. In this move one of his men was wounded. Disregarding his own personal s
	Thank you to Mr. Geoff Taylor, son of 2LT Walter P. Taylor, for providing items from his father’s estate. Thank you also to Mr. Ron Hudnell for providing copies of Parker’s and Raaen’s books. Mr. Hudnell is the driving force behind the effort to recognize the WWII Ranger Battalions with the Congressional Gold Medal. Finally, thanks to Mr. Al Barnes, Virginia Army National Guard Command Historian, and Mr. Joseph Balkoski, former Maryland National Guard Command Historian, for their assistance.
	Figure
	The original citation and Distinguished Service Cross presented to Walter P. Taylor.
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	Figure
	USASOC Commander, Lieutenant General Jonathan P. Braga at the grave-site of Private Howard Bowens, 2nd Ranger Battalion, killed 6 June 1944 at Pointe du Hoc. USASOC honors and will never forget the ultimate sacrifice given by Army Special Operations soldiers.
	“A FINALS MPECIAEL FMORCEOS HRONOIRALS JFK”By Jared M. Tracy, PhD
	President John F. Kennedy (JFK) was a staunch advocate of U.S. Army Special Warfare, as highlighted in previous articles about his 12 October 1961 visit to Fort Bragg, North Carolina (Fort Liberty since 2023) and his remarks to the U.S. Military Academy’s graduating class on 6 June 1962. He viewed Special Forces (SF) in particu-lar as being a critical component of his “flexible response” strategy to address the challenges of Communist-inspired “wars of national liberation.” In April 1962, the President famo
	(Image credit: NARA)
	President John F. Kennedy
	Unfortunately, Kennedy’s life was tragically cut short by his assassination in Dallas, Texas, on 22 November 1963. The President’s widow, Jacqueline Kennedy, and brother, U.S. Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy, insisted on an SF presence at his memorial services in the ensuing days. The 60th anniversary of Kennedy’s death inspired this article detailing how SF soldiers honored their fall-en commander-in-chief, initiating a longstanding tradition of memorialization. What follows is a daily recounting of eve
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	(Image credit: John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum [JFKPLM])
	LEFT: JFK speaks with Brigadier General William P. Yarborough, Commanding General, U.S. Army Special Warfare Center and School, during his visit to Fort Bragg, NC, in October 1961. ABOVE: JFK presents his remarks to the West Point Class of 1962, in which he specifically mentioned U.S. Army Special Forces.
	Friday, 22 November 1963Having arrived at nearby Love Field in Dallas Walter Cronkite famously became emotional as he aboard Air Force One an hour earlier, the President informed the nation of JFK’s passing.2and Texas Governor John Connally were shot while Kennedy’s body was transported to Love Field and riding in an open limousine in Dealey Plaza at 1230 placed on Air Force One. Onboard, Vice-President hours local time. Kennedy was driven immedi-Lyndon B. Johnson (LBJ) took the oath of office ately about f
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: Wikipedia [public domain])
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	LEFT: JFK and the First Lady, Jacqueline Kennedy, arrive at Love Field around 1130 hours, 22 November 1963. BOTTOM LEFT: With Texas Governor John Connally seated directly in front of him, President Kennedy smiles at an adoring crowd just minutes before his assassination in Dealey Plaza. BOTTOM RIGHT: Police and onlookers outside of Parkland Memorial Hospital, shortly after the arrival of the mortally wounded JFK. He was pronounced deceased at 1300 hours local, with the nation getting the news about a half h
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	TOP: JFK’s casket is loaded onto Air Force One at Love Field, for transport back to the capital. BOTTOM: With a visibly shaken Jacqueline Kennedy at his side, Lyndon Baines Johnson assumed the oath of office onboard Air Force One at 1438 hours local, shortly before takeoff. RIGHT: JFK’s casket arrives at the East Room of the White House in the early morning hours of Saturday, 23 November 1963.
	Saturday, 23 November 1963Around 0400 hours on Saturday, JFK’s casket arrived at the White House and was greeted by a U.S. Marine Corps Honor Guard. A six-man joint casket team then transported it into the East Room. A private religious ceremony was held there at 1000 hours.4 An hour later, the U.S. Army Special Warfare Center and School (SWCS) at Fort Bragg received notification of Mrs. Kennedy’s and Attorney General Kennedy’s desire for an SF contingent in Washington. The Center scurried to publish and di
	(Image credit: U.S Army)
	(Image credit: U.S Army)
	(Image credit: U.S Army)
	TOP LEFT: SWCS Deputy Commanding Officer, COL William P. Grieves, inspects soldiers from the SF contingent prior to their departure for the capital. TOP RIGHT: SF soldiers board a military aircraft bound for the nation’s capital, 23 November 1963. BOTTOM: Special Forces soldiers selected for the honor of participating in JFK’s memorial activities, 23-25 November 1963.
	Moving out on extremely short notice, the contin-gent left by air from Pope Air Force Base, arriving in Washington at around 1600 hours. Upon arriv-al, three SF soldiers immediately reported to the White House and stood by the casket in the East Room. For the remainder of the memorial activi-ties, at least one SF soldier accompanied the slain President around the clock. According to a Veritas article at the time, “Because of the hurried man-ner in which they were rushed to the capital, the Special Forces so
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	Immediately upon their arrival in DC at 1600 hours local on 23 November, three SF soldiers reported to the White House, where the deceased President lay in repose. One SF soldier can be seen in the background.
	Sunday, 24 November 1963up to twelve hours. Master Sergeant (MSG) William At 1308 hours on Sunday, a caisson bearing the E. Heintzleman, Company C, 7th SFG, “couldn’t be-President’s coffin, drawn by six grey horses and lieve that so many people would stay out all night followed by one riderless black horse, departed the in the cold without being compelled to pay their White House for the U.S. Capitol. Special Forces respects . . . It was very impressive.”8soldiers were among those in the two-mile proces-At 
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	SF soldiers accompany the caisson during the two-mile procession from the White House to the Capital Building in the early afternoon of Sunday, 24 November.
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	Figure
	LEFT: JFK’s casket arrives at the Capitol Building close to 1400 hours on 24 November. RIGHT: The deceased President lay in state in the Capitol Rotunda for 18 hours on 24-25 November 1963. Some 250,000 people would view the casket and pay their respects.
	Monday, 25 November 1963The 25th of November marked the culmination of memorialization activities for the fallen President. At 0900, the doors to the Capitol Rotunda were closed to the public. The caisson left Capitol Hill nearly two hours later at 1059 hours. Pausing briefly at the White House, the caisson and procession, among them marching SF soldiers, moved to St. Matthew’s Cathedral at 1140 hours. At about a quarter after noon, the President’s coffin entered St. Matthew’s Cathedral for a religious serv
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	TOP: Dignitaries representing nearly 100 countries stand outside the White House, where the caisson made a brief stop en route from the Capitol Building to St. Matthew’s Cathedral around noon on Monday, 25 November. BOTTOM: Drawn by six gray horses, the caisson moves from the White House to St. Matthew’s Cathedral, 25 November.
	At 1330 hours, the funeral procession began making the roughly three-mile trek to Arlington National Cemetery, with an estimated million people lining the route. Several SF soldiers noted the overwhelmingly somber mood of the occa-sion. According to Specialist 4th Class George M. Thompson, Company A, 6th SFG, “We had gone about halfway along the route . . . when suddenly I realized that all you could hear was the sound of the drums. Nobody was talking, just some people crying.”13 One sergeant from 7th SFG r
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
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	TOP LEFT: The casket arrives at St. Matthew’s Cathedral, shortly after noon on 25 November. BOTTOM LEFT: A view of the interior of St. Matthew’s Cathedral during the service for JFK, which was attended by more than a thousand people. RIGHT: After the conclusion of the service at St. Matthew’s Cathedral, the caisson is readied for the three-mile procession to Arlington National Cemetery.
	Upon arrival of the procession at Arlington shortly before 1500 hours, the National Anthem was played, followed by a marching U.S. Air Force (USAF) bagpipe troupe. As they played, eight military pallbearers removed the casket from the caisson and made their way to the gravesite, with SF soldiers lining the pathway. According to Major James C. Hefti, Company A, 7th SFG, responsibility for this cordon would have normally fallen to a joint service detail, but Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara directed th
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
	LEFT: Special Forces line the path between the road and the gravesite at Arlington as JFK’s casket passes by. Jacqueline and Robert Kennedy follow behind, towards the right side of the photo. RIGHT: Fifty USAF and U.S. Navy aircraft, followed by Air Force One, conducted a flyover shortly after the arrival of the casket at the gravesite. 
	Thunderchiefs from the USAF 4th Tactical Fighter Wing and twenty Navy F-4B Phantoms), followed by Air Force One, conducted a flyover.16 The service continued as the casket team held the flag taut over the coffin. Among the dignitaries graveside were Kennedy’s immediate family, President Johnson, French President Charles de Gaulle, Emperor of Ethiopia Haile Selassie, and the West German President and Chancellor, Heinrich Lübke and Ludwig Erhard, respectively. SF soldiers maintained their bearing and composur
	(Image credit: JFKPLM)
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	TOP: The graveside service takes place as the flag is held taut over JFK’s casket. BOTTOM LEFT: The American flag is folded near the end of the graveside service. BOTTOM RIGHT: The Green Beret placed on Kennedy’s grave by SGM Ruddy, bearing the SWCS insignia and flash. It is now held by the JFK Presidential Library and Museum in Boston.
	immortalized, Ruddy explained, “He gave the beret late President. Within days of Kennedy’s death, the to us and we considered it appropriate that it be Commanding General (CG), SWCS, Major General given back to him. It was a final memorial from the (MG) William P. Yarborough, read a note signed Special Forces to the President.”19 This beret is today by Secretary McNamara which read, in part: “This held by the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library world has lost a gallant spirit whose championship and Museum 
	Ernest Hayward
	Tragically, just less than two years after JFK’s assassination, on 25 October 1965, the SF contingent would lose one of its own, then-MSG Ernest Hayward, who was killed in action while serving with 5th SFG in Minh Thanh, Republic of Vietnam. He would likewise be buried at Arlington National Cemetery, in Section 43, roughly a quarter mile from JFK’s grave.21
	Figure
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	TOP: This statue commemorating JFK’s visit to Fort Bragg in October 1961 stands outside of Kennedy Hall, located on the campus of the U.S. Army John F. Kennedy Special Warfare Center and School. BOTTOM: A bust of JFK and the lectern that the President used during his 1961 visit to Fort Bragg are on permanent display in the lobby of Kennedy Hall.
	(Image credit: Arlington National Cemetery)
	Modern view of Kennedy’s gravesite and the eternal flame that was lit on 25 November 1963.
	In addition, SF soldiers visited JFK’s grave each year for a wreath-laying ceremony, a practice that continued until the late-1980s. This tradition recom-menced in November 2011, in an event attended by Secretary of the Army John McHugh, U.S. Army Special Forces Command CG Brigadier General Edward M. Reeder, Jr., JFK’s great nephew, Second Lieutenant Christopher Kennedy McKelvy, and soldiers from all seven current SFGs. According to Reeder, “Our purpose today was to reestablish the tradition that began when
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	TOP: Secretary of the Army John McHugh, BG Edward M. Reeder, Jr., and 2LT Christopher Kennedy McKelvy place a Green Beret-shaped wreath at JFK’s grave in November 2011, reviving an annual tradition that had stopped in the late 1980s. BOTTOM: On 22 November 1969, exactly six years after JFK’s assassination, MG Edward M. Flanagan, Jr. placed a bust of Kennedy and other items as a time capsule inside the base of the Special Forces Soldier statue, which today stands guard in the USASOC Memorial Plaza. 
	ENDNOTES1 Letter from The White House to the United States Army, 11 April 1962, in Headquarters, Department of the safely to the ground and move her to a nearby Red Cross ambulance.Army, U.S. Army Special Warfare (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1962), 3. 15 SWCS, “Troopers Called to DC.” 2 Alan Yuhas, “JFK assassination – timeline,” The Guardian, 22 November 2013, 16 JFK Presidential Library and Museum, “A Nation Remembers”; SWCS, “SF Soldier Places Beret on Grave https://www.theguardian.com/wo
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	Coastal Washington Town Celebrates the Life of a Hometown HeroBy Suzanne Harrison
	By all accounts, Major General (MG) Eldon of them speaking of Bargewell’s distinguished A. Bargewell was a humble man. Dedicated 40-year Army career on that sunny Saturday in to Special Operations and uneasy with the Hoquiam. The coastal town is about an hour south of lifetime of honors bestowed upon him, many Joint Base Lewis-McChord, where Bargewell served described the retired operator as the kind of man in his first officer assignment in 1973. However, his who did what was right, not what would earn dis
	(Image credit: USASOC History Office)
	The statue honoring the late MG Eldon A. Bargewell, created by sculptor Rip Caswell, is the centerpiece of a park dedicated in his honor in Hoquiam, Washington. 
	*All quotations are from people associated with the event.
	advanced, he succeeded in breaking the assault as a platoon leader for the newly activated 2nd Detachment-Delta, Fort Bragg (Fort Liberty since and forced them to withdraw with numerous casu-Battalion, 75th Infantry, that he met Lieutenant 2 June 2023), North Carolina, where he would alties. When the enemy regrouped, they resumed General (Retired) Lawson W. Magruder, III, then a spend much of his career and would excel as a their assault on the beleaguered team, placing captain and his company commander. Ma
	(Image credit: Mike Vining)
	(Image credit: Mike Vining)
	LEFT: 24 August 1986, Mount Rainier, Washington (MG Bargewell on right). RIGHT: Bargewell (on the right) in a helicopter.
	award for you, you earned it,” Vining said. “One time, the years as industries left and the population Mitchell, an artist, assisted with the creative I felt a person should be getting a higher award. I dwindled. “The town was depressed,” said Fry. “He vision for the park and donated a drawing of went in to see Eldon and he agreed. He said if I write was someone for the town to look up to.”Bargewell that captured the way many of the it, he will approve it. Eldon agreed by his standard, it Fry said the town 
	(Image credit: USASOC History Office)
	(Image credit: USASOC History Office)
	The city of Hoquiam contributed signage directing visitors to the park in honor of the late MG Eldon A. Bargewell.
	moment Bargewell earned his Distinguished Soldiers from the 1st Special Forces Group Public think that Eldon would acknowledge that his force Service Cross. Affairs Office captured the event. During his invo-might have learned a thing or two from us.”In addition to the statue, there are plaques cation, Army Chaplain Major (MAJ) Patrick Cobb Schoomaker summed up the sentiment for his commemorating Bargewell’s leadership from summarized what many attendees echoed. “General friends, colleagues, and townspeople
	(Image credit: David Mitchell, used with permission)
	MG Eldon Bargewell, depicted in the Vietnam era, was drawn by Hoquiamnative David Mitchell, who attended high school with the late general. 
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	MG Eldon A. Bargewell 
	YOU HAVE ARRIVED1st Special Operations Command &the Birth of Modern ARSOFby Christopher E. Howard
	Figure
	its provisional establishment on October 1, 1982, at force reductions and resourcing shortages in the Fort Bragg, North Carolina (known as Fort Liberty aftermath of that war. By the late 1970s, ARSOF was since 2023). Prior to that, no single command and reeling from years of neglect. control headquarters existed for all Army Special From his position as the Commander, U.S. Army Operations Forces (ARSOF) units. Since then, John F. Kennedy Center for Military Assistance, MG Othe Army has not lacked one, with 
	Figure
	MG Joseph C. Lutz, the outgoing 1st SOCOM Commander, stands by his wife Joyce during his 7 August 1984 change of command with MG Leroy N. Suddath Jr., at Fort Bragg, NC.
	Analysis that prescribed some of the most impactful changes to ARSOF in the 1980s, including the estab-lishment of 1st SOCOM.3 GEN Sennewald testified to Lutz’s impact, saying, “Our national leadership made a commitment to develop your capabilities, and General Lutz has been instrumental in bringing this commitment to reality.”4 With a mission to prepare, provide, and sustain active-duty Army SF, PSYOP, CA, and Ranger units, 1st SOCOM was the first headquarters to exercise both administrative and operationa
	1st SOCOM / October 19821st SOCOM(Provisional)4th PSYOPGroup1st Ranger Battalion2nd Ranger Battalion96th CA Battalion5th SFG (A)7th SFG (A)10th SFG (A)
	Figure
	A wide array of 1st SOCOM units participated in Operation URGENT FURY, the October 1983 invasion of Grenada, including the U.S. Army Rangers pictured here.
	Under the leadership of Lutz and his successor, MG Suddath, 1st SOCOM continued to revital-ize and expand ARSOF, reversing some of the post-Vietnam cuts and adding new capabilities. In 1984 alone, the command oversaw the reacti-vation of 1st Special Forces Group (SFG) and the addition of a Ranger Regimental headquarters and the 3rd Ranger Battalion. Early the following year, the Army transferred Task Force-160, a dedicated ARSOF Aviation unit, from the 101st Airborne Division to 1st SOCOM. This unit was reo
	75th RangerRegiment160th Special Opns Aviation Group4th PSYOP Group96th CA Battalion1st SOCOM / 19871st SFG (A)5th SFG (A)7th SFG (A)10th SFG (A)528th SupportBattalion112th SignalBattalion1st SOCOM
	Figure
	GEN Robert W. Sennewald (front row, third from left), Commander, U.S. Army Forces Command, visited 1st SOCOM again in 1986. To his left is MG Leroy N. Suddath, Jr., 1st SOCOM Commander. To Suddath’s left is his Deputy Commanding General, BG Wayne A. Downing, who later commanded USASOC and, after that, USSOCOM. 
	nated as the U.S. Army Special Forces Command and 5th SFG. Under Guest’s leadership, 1st SOCOM “You have arrived”(USASFC) and assigned the mission of equipping, successfully advocated for the establishment of Despite the long and sometimes rocky road back training, and validating all Army Special Forces, a Major Command (MACOM) for ARSOF. On 1 from the post-Vietnam doldrums, GEN Sennewald including two ARNG and two USAR SF Groups. December 1989, the Army activated USASOC, saw only positives in August 1984. 
	Figure
	GEN James J. Lindsay, Commander, USSOCOM (left), and GEN Carl E. Vuono, Chief of Staff of the Army (right), congratulate Gary E. Luck (center) on his promotion to LTG during a 1 December 1989 ceremony at Fort Bragg, NC. LTG Luck’s new command, the U.S. Army Special Operations Command, was formally activated during the same ceremony.
	Figure
	1st SOCOM Distinctive Unit Insignia
	ENDNOTES1 Then-MG H. Norman Schwarzkopf, Jr, commanded the 24th Infantry Division at the time. Schwarzkopf was Special Operations Command: 1987-1992: Standing Up the MACOM (Fort Bragg, NC: USASOC Directorate of MG Leroy N. Suddath’s roommate at the United States Military Academy.History and Museums, 1996), 15-16.2 “1st Special Operations Command Change of Command Ceremony,” 7 August 1984, USASOC History Office 6 Headquarters, Department of the Army General Order 8, 20 June 1990, copy in USASOC History Offic
	Figure
	MG Leroy N. Suddath, Jr. (center) and COL John N. Dailey (right) are pictured here at the October 1986 activation ceremony for the 160th Special Operations Aviation Group at the Fort Campbell, KY.
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	BASED ON AN ACTUAL EVENTThe Battle of Mogadishu in Popular CultureBy Jared M. Tracy, PhD
	Actors receive instructions on urban patrolling techniques.
	The year 2023 marks thirty years since the Battle of Mogadishu in Somalia on 3-4 October 1993. The mission objective was for Task Force Ranger—which included soldiers from the 75th Ranger Regiment, the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR), and other Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) units—to capture high-value associates of Mohamed Farrah Aidid, head of the Somalia National Alliance (SNA). Aidid, a powerful warlord aspiring to be president, had been frustrating United Nations Operations in
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	TOP: Members of TF Ranger in 1993, before the Battle of Mogadishu. BOTTOM: The crew of “Super 64,” one of the two downed MH-60s in the Battle of Mogadishu, in a photo from September 1993: Winn Mahuron, SSG Thomas J. Field, SSG William D. Cleveland, CW4 Raymond A. Frank, and CW3 Michael J. Durant.
	who posthumously received the Medal of Honor.2 However, the political fallout from the Battle of Mogadishu led to the withdrawal of all U.S. forces from Somalia within six months, followed by the end of UNOSOM II in March 1995. Public percep-tion of the battle was initially shaped by media coverage, as it would take time for the Department of Defense (DoD) to research and publish detailed historical accounts on U.S. military operations in Somalia.3 In the meantime, the mission came into sharper view in the 
	(Image credit: NARA)
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	TOP: President William J. Clinton addresses media questions about Somalia during a press conference on 14 October 1993, ten days after the Battle of Mogadishu. BOTTOM: Gold Star wives Stephanie Shughart (left) and Carmen Gordon (right) accept the posthumous award of the Medal of Honor to their husbands, Randall and Gary, on 23 May 1994.
	others with the ever-evolving script. Filming took place primarily in and around Rabat, Morocco, between March and June 2001. In late May 2001, the film’s first trailers accompanied the release of Pearl Harbor (which also featured Josh Hartnett, who played Staff Sergeant Matthew Eversmann in Black Hawk Down). The film’s tentative release date was 2 November 2001, but the deadly 9/11 terrorist attacks on the U.S. led filmmakers to briefly recon-sider delaying it until spring 2002. As one news source at the t
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	MSG Gary I. Gordon
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	SFC Randall D. Shughart
	(Image credit: NARA)
	Assistant Secretary of Defense Pete Williams (left) presents an award to Philip M. Strub, in recognition of his outstanding work in support of the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Public Affairs, 15 January 1993. Some eight years later, Strub would help coordinate DoD support to the making of Black Hawk Down.
	in Arlington, Virginia, about the proposed film. Bruckheimer’s request to the CG, USASOC, and 160th went through great pains to guarantee Strub considered McAllister* an ideal DoD project Lieutenant General (LTG) Bryan D. Brown. With that their units, soldiers, and fallen heroes were officer due to his ARSOF affiliation and his previous the DoD already on board, Brown enthusiasti-as truthfully represented as possible. They strove assignment as an entertainment liaison in the U.S. cally pledged full support 
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
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	LEFT: BG Frank J. Toney, Jr., Commanding General (CG), USASFC, approved MAJ McAllister’s* participation in a preliminary meeting with Jerry Bruckheimer at the Pentagon in late 2000 to discuss possible DoD support to Black Hawk Down. RIGHT: As CG, USASOC, LTG Bryan D. Brown (pictured here as a full general) pledged full support to the making of Black Hawk Down.
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	160th SOAR DUI
	Figure
	75th Ranger Regiment DUI
	Those visiting 7th SFG included actors William Fichtner and Eric Bana, who portrayed fictional composite characters SFC Jeff Sanderson and SFC Norm ‘Hoot’ Gibson, and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, who portrayed Medal of Honor recipient MSG Gary I. Gordon. Training received from SF soldiers included weapons familiarization, Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT), explosive breaching, close-quarters combat, hand-to-hand fighting, and Fast-Rope Insertion and Extraction System (FRIES) orientation. According t
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	TOP LEFT: Actors Nikolaj Coster-Waldau, Eric Bana, and William Fichtner during explosive breaching training with 7th SFG at Fort Bragg. TOP RIGHT: Fichtner executes an arm and wrist lock during combatives training with 7th SFG. MIDDLE: Coster-Waldau, Fichtner, and Bana conduct dry fire exercises. BOTTOM: Coster-Waldau, Bana, and Fichtner take a break with their SF trainers at Fort Bragg. 
	Meanwhile, actors Jeremy Piven and Ron Eldard, was the nearly twenty individuals who visited the who played Clifton P. Wolcott and Michael J. 75th Ranger Regiment at Fort Benning. Among Durant, pilots of the two downed MH-60s, visited these were Hartnett, Ewan MacGregor (who played their 160th SOAR counterparts at Fort Campbell. Specialist [SPC] John Grimes), Orlando Bloom This included familiarization with special oper-(who portrayed Private First Class Todd Blackburn), ations helicopters, equipment, and c
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
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	LEFT: Actors Ron Eldard (left) and Jeremy Piven, who played pilots of the two downed Black Hawks in the film, sit in an MH-60 cockpit while visiting the 160th SOAR at Fort Campbell. BOTTOM LEFT: Eldard (in black shirt with back facing the camera) attends a briefing on the Battle of Mogadishu from Michael Durant, pilot of “Super 64” who was shot down and held captive for 11 days. MIDDLE: Eldard chats with Special Operations Aviation Training Company (SOATC) instructors during his attendance at Green Platoon.
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	Orlando Bloom
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	Ewan MacGregor
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	Tom Hardy
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	Ewan Bremner
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	Brian Van Holt
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	Tom Sizemore
	Actors receiving “high and tight” Ranger haircuts.
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	TOP LEFT: Jason Isaacs (stand-ing, left), Ewan MacGregor (kneeling, second row, second from left), Orlando Bloom (kneel-ing, first row, right), and other “Ranger” actors receive a class on heliborne operations. TOP RIGHT: Actors take a break from MOUT training to enjoy some field chow. MIDDLE LEFT: Actor Tom Sizemore works on closed guard escapes during hand-to-hand fighting training with the Rangers. BOTTOM LEFT: “Ranger” actors receive field medical training. BOTTOM RIGHT: Hartnett loads blank rounds into
	USASOC developed its filming support package with the following priorities in mind: personnel safety and well-being, military credibility, and zero cost to the American taxpayer. Its “Statement of Requirements” listed the following as its desired result: “Assist in the successful support of U.S. military personnel deployed to Rabat, Morocco, and ensure Production Company is provided with authentic rotary-winged assets and ground operations personnel to complete filming of [the] movie.”11 While the PAO state
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
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	TOP: Bremner receives training on machine gun operations. Other weapons introduced included the M16 rifle and Mk 19 automatic grenade launcher. BOTTOM: Actors and their Ranger trainers pose for a group picture at Fort Benning, early 2001.
	to Matthews, “For the memory of Secretary of the Army Thomas E. White, U.S. Army the soldiers who were killed in that Chief of Staff GEN Eric K. Shinseki, Sergeant Major combat operation and their fami-of the Army (SMA) Jack L. Tilley, and other service-lies, I felt I should do the best job I members and dignitaries. Many were astounded could to technically advise on the by the film’s gruesome realism. SMA Tilley, for one, movie . . . From the beginning, Jerry said that it reminded him of his combat experie
	(Image credit: DVIDS)
	Battle of Mogadishu veteran COL (ret.) Lee Van Arsdale, seen here addressing an audience at the U.S. Military Academy in April 2021, served as a private consultant during filming in Morocco in 2001, along with COL (ret.) Thomas Matthews (not pic-tured). To the left of Van Arsdale is COL (ret.) Larry Perino who, as a First Lieutenant in October 1993, helped secure the “Super 61” crash site. To the right of Van Arsdale are fellow Somalia veterans Chief Warrant Officer (ret.) Stan Wood, MAJ (ret.) Jeffery D. S
	ENDNOTES1 For an overview of the UN mission in Somalia, Task Force Ranger, and the Battle of Mogadishu, see Eugene 12 USASOC, “ANNEX C (Public Affairs Guidance) to OPORD 01-17 BHD Support,” n.d., copy in USASOC History G. Piasecki, “‘If you liked Beirut, you’ll love Mogadishu’: An Introduction to Army Special Operations Forces Office, Fort Liberty, NC.(ARSOF) in Somalia,” Veritas: Journal of Army Special Operations History 3, no. 2 (2007), https://arsof-histo-13 USASOC, PAO Guidance, n.d., copy in USASOC Hi
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	A memorial tribute to the ARSOF soldiers who lost their lives in the Battle of Mogadishu, 3-4 October 1993. 
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	TO BAGHDAD ANARSOF in Operation IRAQI FREEDOMBy Christopher E. Howard
	On 20 March 2003, a U.S.-led coalition launched North Korea. In his State of the Union Address on dismantle his weapons program or “face serious Operation IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) to remove 29 January 2002, President Bush said: “States like consequences.”4 Hussein refused, just as he had Iraqi President Saddam Hussein from power. these, and their terrorist allies, constitute an Axis done with previous UN mandates. This was the second major military operation of of Evil, arming to threaten the peace of the world.
	U.S. Army Special Forces from Task Force Viking advance on Ansar Al-Islam positions during Operation VIKING HAMMER, late March 2003.
	a battalion from 3rd SFG) prepared to join the war a turned to Bravo Forward Support Company (FSC), few days later, their infiltration having been compli-528th Support Battalion, for logistical support and cated by Turkey’s refusal to provide a staging base.7 Company B, 112th Signal Battalion, for secure Once in northern Iraq, they helped to open a second communications.16 In southern Iraq, Alpha FSC, front, in conjunction with their Kurdish allies. 528th Support Battalion, and Company C, 112th On 26 March,
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	The 315th Tactical Psychological Operations Company developed and distributed handbills and posters warning of mines and unexploded ordnance scattered throughout Baghdad.
	“Time is Running Out”States. Iraqis have not been convinced that they 30,000 additional troops to Iraq to stabilize the That December, the bipartisan Iraq Study Group must take responsibility for their own future…situation through an aggressive counterinsurgency (ISG) provided a grim assessment: “Stability in Iraq [and]…[t]he ability of the United States to shape strategy.22 The move was almost immediately remains elusive, and the situation is deteriorating. outcomes is diminishing. Time is running out.”21t
	(Image credit: U.S. Army)
	This U.S. Army Center of Military History graphic depicts the major lines of advance during OIF, and includes a timeline of key events from the initial invasion.
	Government of Iraq to prove itself capable of to withdraw U.S. forces from Iraq.25CA, and Ranger units had also been activated, along governing and taking the lead on its own security. By the conclusion of OIF on 31 August 2010, thou-with new headquarters for Special Operations Aviation During the Surge period (2007-2008), ARSOF sands of ARSOF soldiers had served in Iraq and 96 and ARSOF Support. ARSOF was also more capable intensified efforts to disrupt and destroy terrorist had made the ultimate sacrifice
	Figure
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	The USASOC Memorial Plaza features a stone recognizing Task Force Viking’s contributions to OIF. The various unit insignia included on the stone reflect the task force’s combined and joint nature.
	Figure
	Iraq Campaign Medal
	ENDNOTES1 George W. Bush, “State of the Union Address to the 107th Congress,” 29 January 2002, https://georgew-Finlayson, “This is What You Signed Up For: The Attack on Ayn Sifni,” Veritas: Journal of Army Special Operations bush-whitehouse.archives.gov/infocus/bushrecord/documents/Selected_Speeches_George_W_Bush.pdf, 106.History 1:1 (2005), 75-78, https://arsof-history.org/articles/v1n1_attack_on_ayn_sifni_page_1.html. 2 George W. Bush, “Address to the United Nations General Assembly,” 12 September 2002, h
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	The Evolution of theUSASOC DISTINCTIVEUNIT INSIGNIA1988-PRESENTBy Troy J. Sacquety, PhD
	Over the course of its nearly thir-ty-five years, the U.S. Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) has had two Distinctive Unit Insignias (DUIs). What follows describes how both came to be and the symbolism in each design. It also details how the DUI changed to its current design, recognizable symbol of USASOC.USASOC was provisionally established on 1 December 1988.1 When formally activated a year later, the new command was autho-rized a Shoulder Sleeve Insignia (SSI), DUI, and Major Command (MACOM) flag. 
	Institute of Heritage drawing of original USASOC DUI
	TIOH created and sent four separate DUI (LTG) John F. Mulholland, along with designs back to 1st SOCOM.3Command Sergeant Major Perry L. Baer and Brigadier General (BG) James A Guest, Command Group, were very aware that the 1st SOCOM Commander, chose one of the DUI did not represent the command well designs with the Sine Pari motto.4 However, in the sense that it simply did not “resonate he requested a modification. Given its lineal with the vast majority of ARSOF soldiers.”8 connection to SF, ARSOF’s larges
	FAIRBAIRN- SYKESFIGHTING BLADE11.5 in
	V-42 STILETTO11.97 in
	The Fairbairn-Sykes (left) and V-42 (right) knives are often confused with one another but were carried by separate units in World War ll. Shown side-by-side, the difference of each are readily apparent.
	Figure
	Figure
	The Institute of Heraldry initially proposed four designs for the USASOC distinctive unit insignia. The other two were variations of each without the Sine Pari motto.
	better than golden wings.”11 In so doing, current golden wings is infinitely more repre-LTG Mulholland was very deliberate in his sentative and illustrative of where the men methodology. As he recalled, “the guidance and women of USASOC operate.”16I gave to Dan was that I wanted our SSI to be On 10 August 2011, LTG Bostick approved situated on the globe [in order to] illustrate Mulholland’s request.17 TIOH then worked our global area of operations. More specifi-with the USASOC Command Group and cally, I wan
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	The original USASOC distinctive unit insignia redesign (top) by Mr. Daniel Telles did not include the Sine Pari motto, featured in the final design (bottom).
	in symbolism from ARSOF history, thereby tying the past to the present. Remembering this incred-ible legacy will be important as USASOC moves forward in the coming year to face, embrace, and overcome increasingly difficult challenges.
	ENDNOTES1 History Division, USASOC, Standing Up the MACOM: The U.S. Army Special Operations Command 1987-92 (Fort Bragg, NC: USASOC, 1996), 19, https://arsof-history.org/pdf/standing_up_the_macom.pdf. Information on DUI regulations can be found in U.S. Army Regulation 670-1: Wear and Appearances of Army Uniforms and Insignia, 26 January 2021, section 21-22, .2 Memorandum from COL Juan I. Chavez to Director, The Institute of Heraldry (TIOH), “Heraldry for 1st SOCOM as a MACOM,” 12 July 1989, copy in USASOC H
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	The interior lobby redesign of USASOC’s headquarters, the Major General Robert A. McClure building, provided the initial design for the second iteration of the USASOC distinctive unit insignia.
	ENSURINGRThe UESASOC HLEistory OVAffice in 2N023CE
	With a mission to document, collect, and preserve Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) history, and to use it to inform and inspire a broad range of internal and external audiences, the USASOC Command History Office executes a historical program along five primary lines of effort (LOE): 1) USASOC Command Group support, 2) historical support to the ARSOF enterprise, 3) fulfillment of Army unit history requirements, 4) collection and preservation of ARSOF history, and 5) historical outreach and publications
	USASOC Command Group Supportoffice leadership began planning for a contracted Throughout 2023, the USASOC Command Group historian to assist with this project. leveraged its Command History Office in support In April, the History Office provided historical of numerous initiatives, from answering historical products in advance of the USASOC Capabilities inquiries, to documenting ARSOF involvement in Exercise (CAPEX) 2023 and then directly ongoing conflicts, to designing historically themed supported each day’
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	TOP: This statue honoring the late MG Eldon A. Bargewell is the centerpiece of a park dedicated in his honor in Hoquiam, Washington. BOTTOM: Staff Sergeant Robert J. Miller, a posthumous Medal of Honor recipient from 3rd Special Forces Group (Airborne), was one of several ARSOF heroes to have a street on Fort Liberty, NC, renamed in his honor in 2023
	Integration Manager supported the dedication of a park in Hoquiam, Washington, in honor of Major General (MG) Eldon A. Bargewell. A Silver Star recipient from Vietnam, Bargewell later received U.S. Special Operations Command’s highest honor, the Bull Simons Award. The office also supported the Command’s Black and Red Ball with the theme, “Past, Present, and Future,” and produced a video for the event.In June, the Command Historian accompanied the USASOC Command Team on its visit to Normandy, France, for the
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	In March 2023, Colonel (Ret.) Paris D. Davis became the most recent ARSOF soldier awarded the Medal of Honor. As a Captain, he demon-strated exceptional valor while leading Special Forces Detachment A-321, 5th Special Forces Group (Airborne), during the Battle of Bong Son, Republic of Vietnam.
	Office stickers of iconic ARSOF unit insignia (the for information (RFIs), providing unit-focused history First Special Service Force and World War II Ranger talks, liaising with the Center of Military History and Battalions), the Command Group commissioned the U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) the History Office to produce more stickers that History and Research Office, coordinating delivery linked to landing pages on the ARSOF History of historical products, and participating in unit-spon-website,
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	TOP: The History Office created information panels on ARSOF legacy units for display in the Heritage Auditorium, two of which are pictured above. BOTTOM: As part of a recruiting initiative, the office placed stickers of historical ARSOF insignia, such as the one pictured here, on a backing that contained a QR code to the ARSOF History website.
	leveraged UHOs to get a variety of printed histor-ical materials into the hands of ARSOF soldiers. The UHO Program Manager provided Annual Command History (ACH)-focused training to UHOs in February and orientation training for new UHOs in October.Fulfillment of Army Historical RequirementsLike all U.S. Army Command History Offices, USASOC must balance command-directed histor-ical projects like those listed above with the Army-mandated responsibilities listed in Army Regulation 870-5. Chief among these is th
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	In 2023, the History Office converted an unused workspace into a state-of-the-art video and photography studio that quickly became a valuable asset to both the office and to USASOC.
	Preservation of ARSOF HistoryThe History Office treats the third core Army requirement of a Command History Office, the command historical research collection, as a distinct LOE, due to its scope and importance. The office employs two general schedule (GS) civil-ians for the express purpose of preservation. They currently are augmented by contracted digitization specialists and one field grade officer. The office’s three historians also contribute to the preservation LOE by actively seeking out and collecti
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	TOP: In September 2023, LTC Jacob A. Allen of the History Office capitalized on the office’s new video studio to interview U.S. Army Civil Affairs COL Kurt Sisk. BOTTOM: Retired GEN Peter J. Schoomaker, who served as Chief of Staff of the Army from 2003 to 2007, discussed his long career in Army Special Operations during a December 2023 interview with the History Office.
	up to an offsite location. By doing so, we safeguarded over 100 terabytes of irreplaceable data. Archival personnel continue to work with the G-6 in pursuit of a digital asset management system (DAMS). To aid in the collection and preservation of oral history, the History Office repurposed an unused workspace as an audiovisual and photography studio. Work on the room began in February and was completed by April. Two months later, we debuted the new state-of-the-art facility to inter-view Mr. Charles Coaker,
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	The two information panels pictured on the right were part of the “ARSOF in 1943” display located outside the Heritage Auditorium in the USASOC Headquarters (Building E-2929). 
	nearly thirty social media posts disseminated via and to the ARSOF community, in innumerable USASOC channels. One focus throughout the year ways. Our timely support to the Command was the 80th anniversary of several ARSOF lineage Group and subordinate units promoted the and legacy units during World War II. As seen below, utility of history. Our publications reached we addressed these anniversaries in several web more people than ever before with the ARSOF features and social media posts, and in a display s
	Figure
	USASOC personnel pose for a photo at Omaha Beach in Normandy, France, prior to a staff ride detailing the valorous actions of Company C, 2nd Ranger Battalion on 6 June 1944. USASOC Commander, Lieutenant General Jonathan P. Braga, is flanked to his right by Command Sergeant Major JoAnn Naumann, and to his left by Command Chief Warrant Officer Robert A. Davis. The flowers LTG Braga is holding were laid in the surf that morning in memory of the Rangers who lost their lives there seventy-nine years earlier. Com
	PUBLICATIONSHIGHLIGHTS
	JANUARYReflecting the shift away from print publications, the History Office published the first-ever all-digital issue of Veritas: Journal of U.S. Army Special Operations History. This transition resulted mainly from increased printing and distribution costs. The digital publication was available through ARSOF-History.org.The office also contributed two articles to the January edition of the USASOC G-5’s STRATCOM Monthly newsletter. The first was an overview of upcoming ARSOF anniversaries in 2023, many of
	media for the month highlighted the 70th anniver-JUNEsary of the arrival of the Special Forces soldiers in The office added the videorecording of the USASOC Korea, which represented the first combat employ-Activation Ceremony from 1 December 1989 to the ment of SF, as part of the 8240th Army Unit.ARSOF History website. The ceremony also included the promotion of its first commander, Gary E. Luck, MARCHfrom Major General to Lieutenant General. We On 3 March, U.S. President Joseph R. Biden also added five boo
	Figure
	The 80th anniversary of the Office of Strategic Services’ Operational Groups creation was one the ARSOF milestones the History Office commemorated in 2023.
	(Deputy Commanding General, USASOC) and BG The office commemorated the 70th Anniversary Lawrence G. Ferguson (Commanding General, 1st of Korean Armistice with an article, social media Special Forces Command) to present Mr. Johnson post, and the redistribution of over 500 copies each with a Special Forces Tab and Green Beret on 1 of two Korean War-focused Veritas issues on Fort September 2023, only weeks before he passed Liberty, NC. More information on ARSOF in the away at the age of 100. The recording of M
	Figure
	Major General Patrick B. Roberson, USASOC Deputy Commanding General (far right), and Brigadier General Lawrence G. Ferguson, 1st Special Forces Command (Airborne) Commanding General (second from right), presented Mr. Ellsworth Johnson (second from left), with a Special Forces Tab and Green Beret in early September 2023.  
	AUGUSTto General James J. Lindsay, a U.S. Army Special to the making of the film Black Hawk Down, and The History Office continued to add to its branch/Forces soldier and decorated Vietnam War veteran. the formal activation of 1st SOCOM, the functional unit history handbook series with the publication As the first commander of USSOCOM from 1987-predecessor to USASOC. Both articles are included of the Special Forces History Handbook in August. 1990, GEN Lindsay successfully advocated for the in this issue of
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	Want more Army Special Operations History?Check out our website:arsof-history.orgCommander, USASOCATTN: AOHS (Veritas)E-2929 Desert Storm DriveFort Liberty, NC 28310-9110
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